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MARKET SUMMARY

FX Daily Δ* Wkly Δ

JPY 140.85  142.14   +1.77  +2.25

EUR 1.0257  1.0242   ▼0.0083  ▼0.0085

AUD 0.6637  0.6605   ▼0.0068  ▼0.0097

SGD 1.3795  1.3817   +0.0058  +0.0097

CNY 7.1654  7.1653   +0.0455  +0.0963

INR 81.78  81.85   +0.14  +0.58

IDR 15713  15713   +25  +195

MYR 4.5725  4.5800   +0.0238  ▼0.0148

PHP 57.34  57.36   +0.11  +0.06

THB 36.18  36.23   +0.47  +0.32

*compared with previous day CLOSE(NY)
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33,700.28 ▼0.13%  +0.49%   

27,944.79 +0.16%   ▼0.07%  

3,909.28 ▼0.40%  +0.56%   

4,057.01 +0.01%   ▼0.27%  

3,250.62 ▼0.66%  ▼0.31%  

3,085.04 ▼0.39%  +0.05%   

61,144.84 ▼0.84%  ▼0.78%  

7,063.25 ▼0.27%  +0.62%   

1,447.96 ▼0.09%  ▼1.10%  

6,403.24 ▼0.53%  +0.76%   

1,618.86 +0.09%   ▼0.28%  

276.52 +0.04%   ▲2.00%  

7,840.50 ▲2.51%  ▲6.17%  

92.76 ▲1.21%  +1.28%   

1,738.05 ▲0.72%  ▲1.88%  

79.73 ▼0.44%  ▼7.15%  

TODAY'S COMMENTS & FORECAST                                                            

Open

USD/JPY 1.0244

USD/SGD 36.30

JPY/SGD 4.571

Forecast
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Today's Direction

Bull Bear
USD/SGD 2 : 4    
USD/JPY 2 : 4    
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- While the services sector was undeniably a key driver of growth, mixed signals on underlying
growth persist as the external trade outlook remains dim and rising prices dent on-going recovery.
- First, tourism's support is clear, "accommodation and food services" as well as "transport and
storage" grew 53.6% and 9.9% YoY respectively. On the expenditure front, this was also reflected via
the 57.9% YoY growth of services exports.
- Despite stellar services exports, aggregate net exports turned a deficit from Q2's surplus.
- Net goods exports turned a deficit on both lower export revenue and higher import expenditure.
- The lacklustre goods demand should dampen optimism from the manufacturing sector's 6.3% YoY
print which is flattered by base effects as illustrated by the QoQ SA print of just 0.3%.
- On the bright side, spending on private investments remain strong with 11% YoY growth due to rise
in motor vehicle investment and office equipment.
- Similarly, with improving employment and incomes from the tourism recovery, private
consumption expenditure (PCE) turned in a healthy showing of 9% YoY. Nonetheless, underlying
PCE deflator at 6.1% YoY certainly blunts the extent of real recovery.
- At this juncture, on a SA basis, Q3 2022 GDP growth remains 2% below Q3 2019.
- Looking ahead, the services sector will be expected to continue as key pillar of support.
- Tourist arrivals from Europe and Americas have further room for growth to generate higher
services revenue and allowing strong multiplier effects to support private consumption and overall
growth.

FX Daily Outlook
- EUR/USD: Losing momentum, slips towards 1.02 on rising odds of ECB stepdown to 50bp hikes.
- USD/JPY: Without surge in UST yields, the pair's rise may stall below 143. 
- USD/SGD: Elevated consolidation as USD strength asserts as CNH/CNY weakening spillovers. 
- AUD/USD: Recovery above 0.67 too high a bar as caution prevail before Lowe's speech. 
. 
TODAY'S EVENTS 
(US) Richmond Fed Mfg Index (Nov): (Mkt: -6.0; Oct: -10.0) | (EZ) ECB Current Account SA (Sep): (Aug: -26.3b)
(EZ) Consumer Confidence (Nov P): (Mkt: -26.0; Oct: 27.6)
OECD Publishes Economic Outlook
Central Banks: Fed's Mester, George and Bullard Speaks

Staying Power
- Amid volatile markets, King USD staged a resurgence gaining against all G10 peers with the JPY
being the worst performer followed by AUD and the EUR.
- Despite mild increases on the front end of UST yields and longer end staying flat (2Y: +1.9bp; 10Y:
-0.2bps), USD/JPY soaring to 142 underscores the safe haven allure of the USD.
- While UST yield outcomes look modest, the overnight movement saw 2Y yields dip to 4.49% before
climbing up 6bp to 4.55%. Clearly, while Fed officials Mary Daly and Loretta Mester seem to indicate
comfort of stepping down to 50bps hike in December, the former's allusion to policy lags also
naturally implies the need to hold peak rates for longer, even if her "peak" rate is seeming lower
than fellow Fed official James Bullard.
- The JPY was certainly not helped by Saudi Arabia refuting reports of OPEC+ output increase which
consequently saw Brent crude prices pare back ~6% losses to stay above US$87/barrel.
- While OPEC+ imparts staying power for Brent crude prices, renewed Covid lockdown policies in
Chinese cities restrains commodity demand and sent the AUD reeling back towards 0.66.
- EUR also weakened towards mid-1.02 amid ECB's Centeno talking up conditions to slow rate hikes.
- With US yields staying elevated and USD displaying strength, these restrictive conditions choked US
equities as the Nasdaq fell 1.1% while S&P500 and Dow slipped 0.4% and 0.1% respectively.
- In EM-Asia, USD/SGD heading back above 1.38 reflected the lack of support from EUR, JPY and
CNH/CNY complex. EM-Asia FX look to be haunted by woes from USD strength and sticky oil prices.
- As such, while tourism led recovery entrenches domestic growth in EM-Asia, the outlook on
external account performance remains shrouded by these volatile uncertainties.

Thailand Q3 GDP: Beneath the Services Resilience
- Thailand's Q3 GDP growth outturn on a YoY basis printed at 4.5% which is close to our expectations
and aligned with consensus.
- The upside on a seasonally adjusted (SA) QoQ basis (actual: 1.2% consensus: 0.8%) was largely a
result of statistical historical revisions rather than mismatch in forecast.
OVERNIGHT RESULTS
(TH) GDP YoY (Q3): 4.5% (Mkt: 4.5%; Q2: 2.5%) |  (US) Chicago Fed Nat Activity Index (Oct): (Mkt: -0.03; Sep: 0.10)
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